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HealthLock CEO Scott Speranza is a visionary entrepreneur with more than 25 years 
of success in software analytics, health management solutions and health insurance 
and claims auditing. Under his leadership, HealthLock has emerged as a cutting-edge 
disrupter in healthcare billing and fraud protection.

Scott drives HealthLock’s vision and brokers its growing portfolio of strategic  
partnerships with large, multi-national financial institutions, employer groups and 
benefits providers. These partnerships allow HealthLock to offer unique solutions  
that enhance patient healthcare data privacy and financial security. Also the Chairman 
and CEO of HealthLock’s parent company inAssist, Scott has led both companies to 
audit over half a billion dollars in medical claims and saved members more than  
$130 million over the past decade through innovative technology and monitoring.

In his previous leadership roles, Scott supported companies like Nike and Intel with 
his expertise in software analytics and business intelligence. He built an impressive 
track record of driving growth and success as Executive Vice President at Fiberlink 
Software (now IBM’s MaaS360), Regional Vice President at SAP/BusinessObjects, 
Management Consultant at PricewaterhouseCoopers and Area Manager at RSA (the 
Security Division of EMC). Scott also has a strong background in entrepreneurship 
as an early investor in LifeLock, an identity theft software company. Scott earned his 
bachelor’s degree in economics from Westmont College in California. 

A sought-after speaker, Scott has given many seminars on leveraging medical bill  
auditing to lower costs for employer groups. He’s also presented on the topic  
of turning patient advocacy upside down by incorporating claims monitoring  
solutions like inAssist and HealthLock, which empower individuals to take control  
of their healthcare.

Outside of his professional endeavors, Scott actively contributes to various  
community and philanthropic initiatives, previously serving on the board of Sharefest 
in Los Angeles. In his personal life, Scott is a sports enthusiast who plays baseball, 
football and golf. He also takes a keen interest in politics and current events.

With a wealth of experience and a clear vision for the future, Scott and HealthLock are 
set to make a lasting impact on the healthcare industry, ensuring a safer and more 
secure future and making healthcare simpler and more effortless for all.




